We present an analysis of the semi-inclusive decays Bs → D − s X + ν and Bs → D * − s X + ν, where X denotes a final state that may consist of additional hadrons or photons and is an electron or muon. The studied Bs decays are contained in the 121.4 fb −1 Υ(5S) data sample collected by the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e + e − collider. The branching fractions of the decays are measured to be B(Bs → D 
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INTRODUCTION
Analyses of semileptonic decays B → X c ν, where X c denotes a hadronic final state with a charm quark, play an important role in the determination of the CKM matrix element |V cb |. The extraction of |V cb | from the measured decay rates relies on form factors that describe the accompanying strong interaction processes. Measurements of semileptonic B s decays provide complementary information to test and validate the QCD calculations of these form factors. Since large B s samples have become available at Belle and the experiments at the Large Hadron Collider, the interest in the topic of semileptonic B s decays has intensified recently. Theoretical predic-tions of form factors and branching fractions are based on QCD sum rules [1] [2] [3] [4] , lattice QCD [5, 6] and constituent quark models [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16, 17] . The inclusive semileptonic branching fraction of B s → X ν decays was recently measured by Belle and BaBar [18, 19] and found to be in agreement with the expectations from SU(3) flavor symmetry [20, 21] . We report here the first measurements of the semi-inclusive branching fractions B(B s → D s X ν) and B(B s → D * s X ν) using the Belle Υ(5S) dataset. The number of B 
where σ(e + e − → B ( * ) sB
s ) is the production crosssection and L Υ(5S) is the integrated luminosity, is the limiting systematic uncertainty in this measurement and other untagged B s measurements at Belle [22] . The value N BsBs = (7.1±1.3) × 10 6 was obtained from a measurement of the inclusive D s yield in the dataset [23] . The measured B s → D s X ν yield, together with an estimate for the branching fraction B(B s → D s X ν), provides an alternative way to determine N BsBs . A similar approach was already pursued by the LEP experiments [24] [25] [26] and LHCb [27] .
DETECTOR, DATA SAMPLE AND SIMULATION
The Belle detector located at the KEKB asymmetricenergy e + e − collider [28] is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector, a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrellike arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) comprised of CsI(Tl) crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-return located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect K 0 L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The detector is described in detail elsewhere [29] .
This analysis uses a dataset with an integrated luminosity of L Υ(5S) = (121.4 ± 0.8) fb −1 collected at a center-of-mass (CM) energy of √ s = 10.86 GeV [30] , corresponding to the mass of the Υ(5S) resonance. The B s mesons are produced in pairs in the following production modes, with the respective production fractions given in parentheses: B * sB * s ((87.8 ± 1.5)%), B * sBs ((6.7 ± 1.2)%) and B sBs ((2.6 ± 2.6)%) [31] . All production modes are considered for the analysis. Moreover, we use a 62.8 fb −1 sample collected below the production threshold for open B production to study the continuum processes e + e − →(q = u, d, s, c).
A sample of simulated events with a size corresponding to six times the integrated data luminosity is generated using Monte Carlo (MC) techniques. The simulated data emulate the different types of events produced at the Υ(5S) CM energy, comprising events with B and B s decays, bottomonium production and thecontinuum processes. The events are generated with the EvtGen package [32] and are processed through a GEANT [33] based detector simulation. Final state photon radiation is added with the PHOTOS package [34] .
The branching fractions in the simulation are set to the latest averages from the Particle Data Group [31] . However, for semileptonic B s decays only measurements of the D s1 (2536) and D * s2 (2573) modes are available, so we use instead the calculations from Faustov and Galkin [8] , who predict the full set of branching fractions and thus provide a self-consistent picture of the semileptonic width. The B s semileptonic decay modes considered in this analysis, with their corresponding branching fractions given in parentheses, are:
ν are described by the CapriniLellouch-Neubert model [35] , based on heavy quark effective theory [36] . Assuming SU(3) flavor symmetry, the form factors of the semileptonic B s decays are taken to be identical to the ones measured in the corresponding B decays [37] The continuum background is estimated using offresonance data, and the B → D ( * ) s K ν background is estimated from MC simulation. We use the kinematic properties of the reconstructed decay to determine the normalisations of the other three components from data. For this, we consider the lepton momentum in the CM system of the e + e − collision, p * , and the variable
where E * Bs is the energy of the B s meson in the CM system approximated by √ s/2; E * Ds = |E * + E * Ds | is the sum of the reconstructed energies in the CM system and p * Ds = | p * + p * Ds | is the magnitude of the sum of the reconstructed lepton and D s momenta in the CM system. The denominator of Eq. (2) corresponds to the B s momentum in the CM system. We divide the data samples into three regions:
A: X mis < −1, B: X mis ≥ −1 and p * < 1.4 GeV, C: X mis ≥ −1 and p * ≥ 1.4 GeV.
The boundary p * = 1.4 GeV is chosen to achieve approximately equal event yields in regions B and C. As these regions are later used to determine the signal yields, we refer to them as "counting regions" in the following. Region A contains only wrong-side combinations and can be used to determine the normalisation of this background. The normalisation of the other two components can be extracted from the measured yields in regions B and C, which have an enhanced fraction of other background and signal events, respectively. The analysis is insensitive to the modeling of the X mis distribution for signal decays, which depends on the mass of the B * s meson, m B * s , and is thus strongly influenced by the poor precision on m B * s . The semi-inclusive branching fractions are obtained from the relation
where N sig is the measured signal yield, is the average signal efficiency and B D 
EVENT SELECTION
We select tracks originating from the interaction region by requiring |dz| < 2.0 cm and dr < 0.5 cm, where dz and dr are the impact parameters along the e + beam and in the transverse plane, respectively. Kaon or pion hypotheses are assigned to the tracks based on a likelihood combining the information from the Cherenkov light yield in the ACC, the time-of-flight information of the TOF and the specific ionization dE/dx in the CDC. The kaon (pion) identification efficiency for tracks with a typical momentum of 0.75 GeV is about 96% (92%), while the rate of pions (kaons) being misidentified as kaons (pions) is 7% (2%). The kaon and pion candidates are used to reconstruct D s mesons in the high-purity decay channel
A D s candidate is retained in the analysis if it has a reconstructed mass, M KKπ , within a ±65 MeV window around the nominal D s mass, m Ds = 1968.5 MeV [31] , that includes large enough sidebands to determine the combinatorial background of random KKπ combinations. The reconstructed di-kaon invariant mass, M KK , is required to be in the mass window between 1004 and 1034 MeV, corresponding to three times the FWHM of the reconstructed φ mass peak. To suppress combinatorial background, we impose the criterion | cos θ hel | > 0.3 on the helicity angle, defined as the angle between the momentum of the D s and the K − in the rest frame of the φ resonance.
The Electron and muon candidates are reconstructed from tracks that are not used for the D ( * ) s reconstruction. Electrons are selected based on the position matching between the track and the ECL cluster, the ratio of the energy measured in the ECL to the charged track momentum, the transverse ECL shower shape, specific ionization in the CDC and the ACC light yield. Muons are identified using their penetration depth and the transverse scattering in the KLM. Hadron tracks misidentified as leptons and leptons from secondary decays tend to have lower momenta than primary leptons and are suppressed by rejecting lepton candidates with a momentum in the lab frame below 900 MeV. The electron (muon) identification efficiency in the selected momentum region is better than 89% (82%) and the probability that a charged pion or kaon track is misidentified as an electron (muon) is below 1% (2%). Leptons, + , from J/ψ → + − decays are vetoed by requiring
MeV, where M + h − is the invariant mass of the lepton and any accepted track of the opposite charge, h − , to which we assign the mass hypothesis. Furthermore, electrons are rejected if they are likely to stem from photon conversions,
We form a signal B 
Ds , is larger than 0.5 (for explanations, see Ref. [18] ). Further suppression of the cc continuum background is achieved by rejecting events with a jetlike topology characterised by | cos θ thrust | > 0.8, where θ thrust is the thrust angle defined by the two thrust axes maximizing the projection of the momenta of the tracks and photon candidates of the B 0 s candidate and the rest of the event, respectively.
After applying the selection criteria, 7.9% (0.4%) of the events contain more than one (two) D + s − candidate(s). We perform a χ 2 fit to the vertex of the three tracks used for D s reconstruction and select the candidate with the best goodness-of-fit. This approach selects a correct candidate in 80% of the cases. The selected D s candidate in an event is used for D * s reconstruction; in 36.2% (9.7%) of the events, more than one (two) D s γ combinations meet the D * s requirements. We choose the photon candidate with the highest energy fraction deposited in the central 3 × 3 cells of a 5 × 5 cell ECL cluster. In the case that more than one photon candidate deposits all of its energy in the central 3 × 3 cells of the cluster, the candidate with the higher energy in the lab frame is selected. If two or more lepton candidates pass all of these selection criteria (2.1% of all events), we choose a random lepton candidate.
FIT RESULTS

Ds fits
We determine the yields of correctly reconstructed D s mesons with binned extended maximum likelihood fits to the reconstructed D s mass, M = M KKπ , in 50 equal bins, indexed by j. The probability density function (PDF) of correctly reconstructed D s mesons, P sig (M ), is modeled by the sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean. The PDF of the combinatorial background, P bkg (M ), is a first-order Chebychev polynomial. We do not determine the shape parameters from simulation, but rather allow them to vary as free parameters in the fit. The D s mass fits are performed simultaneously in the three counting regions (i = A, B, C) defined above. The width of the first Gaussian function, σ 1 , the ratio of the widths of the two Gaussian functions, r σ , and the ratio of the normalisations of the two Gaussian functions, r N , are common fit parameters in all three regions. The means of the Gaussian functions, µ i , and the slopes of the polynomials describing the background, b i , are fitted in each counting region individually. The likelihood function is:
where
is the vector of signal and background yields in the three
are the shape parameters for the signal and background PDFs, and n ij and ν ij are the observed and expected event yields in bin j of counting region i, respectively, with n i = j n ij and ν i = j ν ij . The expected event yield, ν ij , is a function of ν The D * s yields are determined from binned extended maximum likelihood fits to the mass difference ∆M in 25 equal bins, indexed by j. The combinatorial background is modeled by a third-order Chebyshev polynomial, P bkg (∆M ), whose parameters are constrained to the values obtained from fits to simulated background distributions. Since the background shapes vary for the different counting regions, the shape parameters are determined for each counting region separately. The signal peak is modeled by the sum of a Gaussian function and a Crystal Ball function [42] to account for energy loss due to material in front of the calorimeter:
A common mean, µ, is used for both the Gaussian and the Crystal Ball functions. We perform a fit to the simulated signal distribution to constrain the parameters r N , r σ , α and n. The width σ and the mean of the signal peak µ are varied in the fit to data; the parameter σ is fitted simultaneously in all counting regions while µ is fitted individually for each counting region. The likelihood function is constructed analogous to Eqs. (6) and (7) with additional factors, + samples reconstructed in the off-resonance data. Since the size of the off-resonance data sample is not sufficient to determine the shape parameters in the fits, they are fixed to the values obtained in the fits to Υ(5S) data in the corresponding counting region. The CM energy, √ s, in the expression for the X mis variable in Eq. (2) is replaced by a constant value of 10.876 GeV because, otherwise, the denominator would not be defined. The cc continuum yields from the fits to off-resonance data are multiplied by the scale factor S = (L Υ(5S) /s Υ(5S) )/(L off /s off ) = 1.81±0.02 to account for the differences in integrated luminosities, L, and the 1/s dependence of the e + e − → cc cross section. Additionally, a shape correction for differences of the yields in the counting regions between off-resonance and Υ(5S) data is determined from MC simulation and applied. The small background from B → D 
Signal extraction
After subtraction of the continuum and the B → D ( * ) s K ν background components, the remaining yields contain three contributions: wrong-side combinations, other backgrounds and signal. The three contributions are constrained by the event yields in the three counting regions. We introduce a scale factor, a j , for each contribution, j. The determination of the scale factors is equivalent to solving a system of three linear equations with three unknowns. In order to obtain the uncertainties on the scale factors, we minimize:
where the index i runs over the three counting regions, D i is the event yield determined by the fits to the M KKπ or ∆M distributions in data, and ∆D i is the statistical uncertainty of these fits, N i,j is the MC prediction for the contribution j, and ∆N i,j is its statistical uncertainty. Table II lists the scale factors, a j , obtained from the χ 2 minimization and the signal yields, + events reconstructed in the Υ(5S) data for the three counting regions. The black points with uncertainty bars are the data, the red solid curve represents the total fit result, and the green dashed line is the fitted background component. Figure 2 shows the X mis and p * ( ) distributions in the three counting regions after applying the scale factors a j .
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The different sources of systematic uncertainties on the measured signal yields are described below. They comprise detector effects and the modeling of the signal and backgrounds. An overview can be found in Table V .
Detector effects
The uncertainty on the track finding efficiency is 0.35% per track and thus 1.4% for four tracks. The photon efficiency is studied with radiative Bhabha events, from which the uncertainty is estimated to be 2%. The calibration of kaon and pion identification efficiencies is estimated from a sample of reconstructed 
Signal and background modeling
To study uncertainties of the signal and background PDFs for the fits to the M KKπ and ∆M distributions, we generate for each measured channel 1000 toy datasets based on the MC distributions obtained with the full detector simulation and apply the fit procedure. We observe deviations from the expected signal yield by −3% and +5% for the M KKπ and ∆M fits, respectively, which can be explained by modeling imperfections of the tails of the signal distributions. The observed deviation is assigned as systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty due to the continuum scale factor, S, is negligible. The uncertainty due to the shape correction for the continuum background is estimated as the full difference of the result with and without the correction applied, which is 1.2% and 0.3% for electrons and muons, respectively. To estimate the influence of the choice of the B → D ( * ) s K ν decay model, we replace the phase space model used in the nominal result with the ISGW2 model [43] , assuming that the decay proceeds via
The use of this alternative model increases the signal yields by 0.3% and 0.1% for the D s X ν and D * s X ν channels, respectively. We also vary the B → D ( * ) s K ν branching fraction by the measured uncertainty and observe no significant change in the measured yield. We test the stability of the signal extraction when the boundary between counting region B and C is varied between p * = 1.3 and 1.5 GeV. The resulting change of the signal yields is consistent with the expected change due to the increase/decrease of statistics in the respective counting regions and, therefore, no systematic uncertainty is assigned.
The systematic uncertainty on the signal composition in the D s X ν channels is obtained by evaluating the effect of scaling the relative amount of B s → D * The B → D ( * ) ν form factor parameters from Ref. [37] used to simulate the B s → D ( * ) s ν decays are measured with an accuracy of 2-3%. However, SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking effects may cause deviations at the order of 10% [4] . To account for these differences, we vary each form factor parameter of a given decay independently up and down by 10%. The resulting average deviation from the nominal signal yield is added linearly for each variation. The uncertainty of the LLSW model for B s → D * * s ν decays is evaluated by repeating the measurement with different sets of model parameters, as specified in Ref. [38] . The total systematic uncertainty due to form factor modeling is given by the quadratic sum of the uncertainties from all decay modes and does not exceed 1%.
The signal efficiencies are studied in bins of three distributions: the lepton momentum, the D s momentum, and the angle between the reconstructed D s meson and the lepton in the CM system. A re-calculation of the average efficiencies based on the observed data yields changes the signal by at most 3.1%.
The modeling of the wrong-side component is studied in same-sign D + s + control samples. The same-sign selection ensures that these samples contain only wrong-side combinations. Compared to the D ( * )− s + samples, the relative contribution of B s decays is enhanced in this control sample. Two components of the wrong-side sample are distinguished: (1) primary leptons and (2) secondary leptons and hadron tracks misidentified as leptons. Scale factors for the normalisation of these two MC compo- (9) . The errors are the statistical uncertainties of the data and the MC sample. The signal yields are determined from Eq. (10). The yields of the other components are given in Tables III and IV Table II + samples within this 10% uncertainty changes the signal yields between 1.0% and 2.5%, depending on the reconstructed channel. We also vary the fraction of B s decays in the wrong-side component by 20%, corresponding to the uncertainty of the B s production rate, f s [31] . The resulting change of the signal yields is less than 0.2%. The shape uncertainty of the wrong-side component is evaluated in a data-driven way by using again the D + s + samples, from which the event yields are determined in the three counting regions with the identical procedure as applied in the measurement. We calculate the ratios of data and MC yields for each counting region. These ratios range from 0.86 to 0.91 for electrons and from 0.96 to 0.97 for muons. We then modify the MC predictions for the wrong-side component in the D The decays contributing to the other background component can be grouped into four classes with the corresponding fraction in the electron/muon channel given in parentheses:
s X c decays (26% / 18%), leptons stemming from τ produced via B s and D s decays (21% / 16%) and hadrons misidentified as leptons (9% / 34%). There are no significant differences in the composition between the D − s + and the D * − s + channels. We vary the fraction of leptons from τ decays and the fraction of misidentified hadrons by ±50% and take half the difference of the resulting signal yields as the systematic uncertainty, which is below 1% for all measurements. Potential modeling uncertainties of the other component are assumed to be covered by the large variation of the composition.
We estimate the impact of the uncertainty on the different B s production channels at the Υ(5S) energy by scaling the B sB * The first uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty of the data and MC samples, the second is the systematic uncertainty of the measurement, and the last uncertainty is due to the external measurements of N BsBs and B D ( * ) s . The electron and muon samples are statistically independent because only one candidate is selected per event. Taking into account that the systematic uncertainties are all correlated except the one for lepton identification, we calculate the combination of the measurements as weighted averages: The measurement can also be used to determine N BsBs using the estimate of the B s → D s X ν branching fraction from Eq. (11):
For N sig / , we insert the weighted average of the electron and muon modes, N sig / = [26.7 ± 0.7(stat) ± 2.0(syst)] × 10 3 ; for B(D s → φ(K + K − )π + ), we use the value (2.24 ± 0.10)% [31] . We obtain N BsBs = [6.93 ± 0.18(stat) ± 0.52(syst) ± 0.51(ext)] × 10 6 , corresponding to the cross section σ(e + e − → B 
